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DANTE'S STATION is a story of adventure, with the relationship of a 
struggling father and his young daughter at its heart, set in the far future. 
 
Our stories are set near the center of the galaxy, where the sky is a 
blinding tapestry of close-set stars and nebulae. They take place in a 
rough-and-tumble mining operation that's drilling deep into the crust and 
mantle of an isolated planet for riches found only there – and the boom 
town that houses the workers, the hangers-on and those who prey on the 
weak where fortunes are to be had. 
 
Here we peel back layer upon layer of the characters we come to know – 
some human, some alien. Just as they dig and drill their way deeper and 
deeper toward the planet's fiery core, we dig for the fires that drive them, 
both good and bad, that can either raise them up or scatter their ashes to 
the winds. 
 
This is the story of SULLIVAN REESE, a cop who comes from Earth under 
a cloud of scandal to join the small force policing DANTE'S STATION, the 
mining operation on the hellish planet OBERON.  
 
Accompanying him is his 14-year-old daughter TINA. So Reese has two 
24-hour jobs on his hands – full-time cop and father.  
 
Oberon’s a tough place to try to lay down the law. Most cops don't last a 
year; they're either run off or killed. But Reese has nowhere else to go – it's 
work here or serve a prison sentence in Earth orbit. 
 
Three species work the mine and live in the town, all from planets in other 
systems:  
 
HUMANS ... 
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Big, brutal (but oddly spiritual) beings called TARGS ... 
 
And elegant, smooth-talking creatures called ENYARDS.  
 
Also there are the Y'MAA (pronounced "Ee-mah," or the derogatory 
"Eemies"), who seem to have always been on this planet but who live a 
low, dim life and are only good for fetch and carry – little smarter than dogs. 
 
The humans, Targs and Enyards have formed a partnership to mine the 
planet, as each has skills the others need to extract the rare AMBERJACK 
found only here – and which is of immense (and different) use to each race. 
 
Although all three species take part in every aspect of Oberon's operation, 
the humans run the POLICE FORCE (the youngest of the three species, 
they're viewed – rightly or wrongly – as the most savage, with the greatest 
capacity for violence), the Targs oversee MINING OPERATIONS and the 
Enyards head up ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES. 
 
But it's a shaky alliance, none of the species trusting the others. There's 
constant back-biting, jockeying for power, each looking for ways to do 
without the other two. 
 
And if it all crashes down into riot and chaos, the Enyards have the 
territorial right to declare martial law, enslaving the workers and calling the 
shots. So they're always working behind the scenes to sow discord and fan 
the flames. 
 
In terms of tone, DANTE'S STATION is character rather than gimmick-
driven, more BLADE RUNNER than space opera – played out against a 
larger mythic backdrop that will satisfy the true SF fan.  
 
DANTE'S STATION is mean streets on another planet. Tough, passionate 
men and women. Hard choices … and a cop caught in the middle. 
 
A cop with a daughter he’s desperate to shelter – and who finds, like 
fathers have since time began, that he’s up against very long odds. 
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OUR CHARACTERS 

 
SULLIVAN "SULLY" REESE 

 
 

In his late thirties, Reese begins our adventure as the quintessential tough-as-nails New 
York street cop – pragmatic, thoroughly decent and no respecter of sacred cows. 
 
Reese was raised in New York City-State, a tropical zone on an Earth ravaged by 
climatic changes and torn by power struggles within the various government and 
corporate factions. From a long line of cops, he joined the Force straight out of school.  
 
He was married to ALISA, a geneticist and political activist passionately driven to find 
the truth, both in the larger universe and the day-to-day world in which they lived. The 
marriage was a love/hate relationship, the fiery Alisa hell to live with. Out of this union 
came Reese's daughter TINA, who is the world to Reese. 
 
While serving on Earth, Reese uncovered an atrocity and subsequent cover-up in the 
Force. He was striving to finesse the situation, trying to get his brother officers to rectify 
things and turn themselves in. But Alisa was impatient. She joined an underground 
freedom fighter group that neutralized the officers and brought the whole house of cards 
down – with disastrous results.  
 
Reese didn't approve of her actions (he’ll only learn much later that she averted his 
assassination), but still helped Alisa escape. Government forces reportedly killed her, 
though no remains were ever returned. Reese's marriage was voided and he was held 
accountable for the mayhem as an accessory after the fact. Prison seemed the only 
outcome, with his daughter reassigned to a new family. 
 
However, a strange providence stepped in: there was a mining accident on Oberon and 
a civic riot (under mysterious circumstances) in which all but two of the 50-man police 
force was wiped out. Chaos reigned and, if order wasn't immediately restored, the 
Enyard Imperium was about to step in and take over the whole shebang. For Earth to 
keep its claim to the Amberjack, they needed trained cops on Oberon fast (a mission 
that looked suicidal the way things stood). 
 
Desperate to keep his daughter, Reese volunteers. The first weeks on Oberon are 
violent times. But soon order of a sort is restored, thanks largely to him. While claiming 
to know nothing of diplomacy, he yet negotiates harrowing situations – and 
unhesitatingly bulls through the few he can’t. 
 
The opposite of military types, Reese quickly wins popular support by yes-sirring no 
one, treating all as equals and never allowing rules to outweigh mercy. 
 
Reese settles into a modest flat in Dante's Station's middle-class Level 7 with his 
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daughter. It's rough urban life, harder than trying to raise a child up right on the meanest 
streets of modern New York. But Reese is determined to be there for her, to keep her 
safe and in his life.  
 
Now assigned to the Oberon P.D., Reese is the immediate subordinate of CHIEF 
CONSUELA O'SHAUNNESY. He's essentially a homicide detective and whatever else 
comes to be needed when the unprocessed waste hits the fan ... which is almost every 
day. 
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CONSUELA O'SHAUGHNESSY 

 
 
Of mixed Latina/African American/Irish ancestry, Connie is head of the Oberon Police 
Force. Tough, smart, sexy – think Angela Bassett in … well, nearly anything. 
 
Consuela's got one odd trait – she’s only romantic with alien men. Humans need not 
apply. But that's her personal life. On the job, she's competence personified.  
 
She's self-educated, no one gave her a single break, she's had to claw her way up. Her 
people were peasants and serfs and share croppers from way back. Her immediate 
family were asteroid miners working for a big corporation. As a child she never had a 
real home; her folks moved from claim to claim. Her father died getting his daughter out 
of the mines, determined for her to have a better life than his. 
 
She feels great guilt over the fact that only she and one other cop survived the recent 
disaster on Oberon. And she's determined to get to the bottom of it, no matter the cost. 
 
Consuela is big on duty, on upholding your oath of office. This is going to cost her big 
when she has to decide between keeping order and getting to justice, between serving 
her bosses and doing what's right (for a time, it's likely her indecision will put her on the 
opposite side from Reese when things start really heating up). 
 
In terms of her day-to-day job, she's much more like an old-style Marshal than a desk 
jockey. She's out in the field, she gets her hands dirty. Quite often she'll team up with 
Reese on the nastier assignments. 
 
As for any weaknesses or dark secrets, Consuela has only one: years earlier, following 
a traumatic hostage event in which she survived (and killed her captors) but was 
responsible for the deaths of several loved ones, she had a mental breakdown. She 
was given a radical (and illegal) experimental treatment that shocked her out of her 
catatonia but had a side effect that's proven both a blessing and curse: she's now a 
XENOPATH. With great effort, she can read the minds of certain alien species (but not 
humans). This, we’ll learn, is the reason for her bias against her own kind – if she can 
see someone's thoughts, she doesn’t have to rely on trust.  
 
There is, however, a serious downside: the effort has a wasting physical effect. Used 
too much, it could kill her. What's more, it can be like an addiction. The more Consuela 
uses it, the more she runs the risk of MINDBLUR: a schizophrenic-like disorder that 
eventually result in her mind "projecting" its disordered fantasies into the thoughts of 
others, driving them mad as well.  
 
If the bosses knew of Consuela's potential instability, they'd remove her from her 
position. In time, while on a case, Reese finds out – but out of friendship keeps it secret. 
But from then on he keeps a close eye on her … 
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TINA REESE 
 
 
Reese's fourteen year old daughter. A tomboy and grease monkey. Pretty, smart, shy, 
wry and guarded. She's a loner and her insatiable curiosity has her often poking around 
the dark corners of Dante's Station where she shouldn't be, stumbling upon things she's 
safer knowing nothing about.  
 
Tina's at that stage of wanting to assert her independence but also looking to her father 
to keep her safe and make everything okay. She misses her Mom and mourns her but 
also had a troubled past with her Mother – inside Alisa there always seemed a dark 
place Tina couldn't reach.  
 
Reese had to pull strings to get Tina to Oberon – most cops are solo acts. Now that 
she's here with him, he generally keeps mum about her. Most who know him are 
unaware he has a daughter. But some make it their business to learn about her, 
knowing that any threat to her might be a way to leverage Reese. 
 
Over time, Tina will become obsessed with finding out about the bands of homeless, 
orphaned children who hide from the deporting authorities and live in the walls, closed-
off corridors and shut down areas of Dante's Station. One boy in particular, nicknamed 
GHOST, will become her special friend and lead her into their strange society, where 
they put the Eemies on a pedestal, imitate their ways and form a strange link with them. 
 
Beyond this, Tina has a secret neither she nor Reese initially know about. Tina's 
scientist mother used her as a guinea pig in genetic research, subtly altering her DNA in 
an attempt to accelerate her evolution. Up until now, this "difference" has not become 
manifest, and Tina still seems a normal kid. But once on Oberon, anomalies start to 
crop up; Tina finds herself developing skills and traits that are more than human. This 
both terrifies and exhilarates her – and puts her and Reese in danger.  
 
To help Tina cope with these changes and to hold onto her humanity, Reese will have 
to reach out to Consuela and use his boss's psi abilities to guide Tina back to him 
(forming a special bond between the three of them).  
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DANEEK K'N-JAD 

 
 
The Targ in charge of Mining and Production. Blunt, plain-spoken, honorable in a rough 
frontier sort of way. Daneek is sort of the futuristic equivalent of a Teamsters guy. He 
only wants what's best for his men and the operation. 
 
Targs are a curious and surprising mix of traits. They're incredibly powerful and 
physical, but also exude a deep spirituality (think of a cross between a Sumo wrestler 
and the Buddha – or just a beefy construction worker from Queens who's also deeply 
Catholic). 
 
Targs come from a heavy-gravity world and are far stronger than humans. But they 
must take a variety of treatments and medications to halt physical deterioration on the 
lighter-gravity Oberon. Due to their physical makeup, they alone can withstand the 
radiation of the unprocessed Amberjack, allowing them to mine the material (robot 
miners short-circuit and go haywire). Targs can also survive for a brief duration on the 
surface of the planet, but it takes a lot out of them; Oberon’s close proximity to the 
galactic core leaves its surface constantly wracked by cosmic storms. 
 
Targs have no Empire, but rather head up a loose collection of species, all following the 
same religion, with the Targs as the originators and the Prophets.  
 
The purpose to which they put Amberjack is a deep secret – but in time Reese 
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discovers that they use it as a sacrament in their religion, putting themselves 
temporarily into a higher state of consciousness in which they enter "Paradise," another 
dimension where they commune with their gods. 
 
Friendships between Targs and other species are very rare; they don't bond easily with 
"unbelievers." But over time (thanks to several harrowing adventures), Daneek 
becomes a friend to Reese. They'll tell each other things they won't even tell their own 
families. 
 
Like his fellow Targs, Daneek's life is ruled by a strict code of action, dictated by his 
religion. The Targ Hive-Queen is the equivalent of their Pope. Slowly but surely, 
however, this leader is going stone crazy – due, Reese eventually learns, to her 
overuse of Amberjack. But there's no way to remove her from office; her word is law. 
And what's worse, more and more Targs are getting caught up in her Imperialistic fervor 
and rabid anti-alien pronouncements.  
 
Daneek will come to increasingly doubt the direction this mad leader is taking her 
people and will try to enlist Reese in an attempt to assassinate the Queen and save the 
Targs – an action Reese will refuse to participate in and which will put him lethally at 
odds with Daneek. 
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ANYILAR SYLIA 

 
 
The Enyard part of the triumvirate. Sylia is head of Administration; essentially mayor of 
Dante's Station, making sure all goes smoothly (or at least quietly).  
 
Enyards are very sophisticated – witty but with a sharp edge, egotistical, brilliant, highly-
educated and very manipulative, always playing the angles. You can never be certain 
what they really want but you can always be sure they have a hidden agenda.  
 
Put simply, Enyards are effete Brits at the height of the Victorian Empire. Powerful, 
Machiavellian and xenophobic. Gentle with their own but ruthless with others. They 
don't view other species as people. Over time, Anyilar will come to forge an alliance with 
Reese and get past this view – and have to turn traitor to the Enyard Empire, a vast 
collection of colonial worlds and conquered species, some of which will try to rebel and 
be viciously put down.  
 
Most striking, Enyards consist of three sexes – males, females and "genmales": 
androgynous beings who are vital to procreation. Their role is to take the germ cells 
from both male and female Enyards and genetically optimize them, thus directing the 
evolution of the species. Sylia is one of these, and Reese has to get used to dealing 
with a being who is neither male nor female. All of the Enyards whose jobs are colonial 
(off-Homeworld) are this third sex. In time, Reese will come to find that the male and 
female Enyards are very different, both physically and mentally, from the ones he has 
seen. 
 
As to the role of the Enyards in the triumvirate – why they're vital to the Amberjack 
equation – it can be summed up in one word: money, money, money. More accurately, 
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they had the vast amount of credits needed to bankroll the operation, the merchant 
infrastructure to market it ... and Oberon is territorially in their back yard. 
 
And what purpose is Amberjack to the Enyards – what makes it more precious than 
gold? Again, this is generally kept a secret ... but we eventually learn that, despite the 
improved evolutionary odds granted by their trisexuality, Enyards are a dying race, their 
birth rate falling at a rate that will guarantee extinction within a century. Amberjack 
boosts fertility in Enyards, allowing them to climb back toward population stability. 
 
But unknown to them – and this is a secret Reese will ultimately uncover – this second 
chance comes at a terrible price ... and the offspring Amberjack is helping create will be 
very different from their parents. 
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PHANX 

 
 
An Y'maa male who starts out as little more than part of the landscape, ignored and 
seemingly uninteresting. But over time we see that he has a deep wisdom ... and a plan 
for Reese. 
 
The Y'maa are the Untouchables of this world. They don't assert themselves, don't mix, 
seem to have no initiative. They're native to this world but since they have no written 
history (that we know of), it's anyone's guess as to how long they've been around or 
what they've been doing all this time.  
 
Once, eons ago, there was a race on this world that built magnificent cities, that had a 
technology and learning far beyond humans, Targs or Enyards. Every now and then a 
mining crew will punch through a wall and discover some ancient machine or part of a 
ruined city (but never any bodies).  
 
This race seemingly died off after causing an ecological catastrophe that both created 
Amberjack and rendered the surface of the planet unlivable. It's been theorized that the 
Y'maa may have been the slaves of this lost race; there are some clues in the 
archaeological record that point to this. 
 
But the truth we eventually come to learn is that the Y'maa themselves were the 
dominant race. Like the Mayans on our own world, they became extremely powerful 
and, at the height of their power, fell into decline. 
 
And they have another secret: no one ever sees their young. It's assumed they're raised 
in some deep cavern and only allowed to mingle with other species once they're grown. 
But in reality, there are no Y'maa young. Phanx and the other Y'maa are very, very old. 
And when one is killed, he or she cannot be replaced.  
 
When it's discovered just who and what the Y'maa really are, the Mining Consortium will 
try to cover it up – they don't want these "wogs" to have a claim to the world or the 
Amberjack. Murder and terror will ensue, with Reese learning the facts, taking a stand 
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and exposing the truth. 
 
The Y'maa never take action, never react, are as impassive as cigar-store Indians. And 
yet, at one point Phanx saves Reese's life. Reese is amazed and grateful but doesn't 
understand why. Phanx doesn't tell him – but later we learn that Reese is vital to the 
Y'maa. Phanx becomes Reese's adviser, helper, and sometime guardian angel. 
 
And through Phanx, Reese will learn just why the ancient Y'maa developed Amberjack, 
what they used it for ... and where they all are. It's a discovery that will turn everything 
on Oberon on its head – and cost Reese dearly. 
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THE GRAND DESIGN 

 
 
Some weird crimes start happening – people going crazy, berserkers, claiming they're 
seeing weird monsters, ghosts. At first it's assumed it's the pressure cooker situation in 
Dante's Station and the mining operation – but it's not, it's psychically-sensitive people 
getting tuned in to the vibes of the ancient race that once ruled Oberon. Only certain 
people are susceptible. The Targs find this very disturbing as these "hallucinations" 
relate to their religious visions and prophecy.  
 
At the same time, the Y'maa make oblique references to what's really going on. 
Everyone dismisses this initially as supernatural claptrap, but it's true. 
 
Consuela gets a psychic shock seeing into the mind of a Targ as he experiences an 
Amberjack-induced religious vision. It shakes her to the core and she begins 
surreptitiously seeking answers as to what it was she saw, enlisting Reese's aid in 
uncovering the truth and in time learning of the sacramental use of Amberjack for the 
Targs. 
 
Meanwhile, Tina becomes intrigued with the street kids. She starts following one, 
learning his haunts. In time, she finds that these kids are devotees of the Y'maa, trying 
to unlock their secrets and piecing together the tantalizing clues as to the civilization 
that thrived here centuries ago. 
 
Some miners punch through a wall and discover ancient evidence that the Y'maa were 
(and still are) the rightful owners of this world. The Company kills them and tries to 
cover it up. Reese investigates the case and nearly gets killed, too. He disobeys orders 
to let sleeping dogs lie. 
 
Reese discovers that the Y'maa on this planet are only shadows of their true selves – in 
reality, they are the ancient rulers, the greater part of their essence having been 
transported elsewhere. 
 
And here's what we ultimately find out: ages ago, the Y'maa – at the height of their glory 
– received a mental invitation from within the galactic core. It seemed benevolent, 
offering wonders. This "Other Consciousness" existed in another galaxy and needed a 
portal opened via the massive black hole at the center of our galaxy by which it could 
come through.  
 
To open the portal, the Y'maa realized it would take the power of all their minds, 
transported to this nexus and focused. To do this, they needed to alter their genetic 
code and create ships that could withstand the titanic gravitational forces around the 
black hole. A new element was needed to bring this about: Amberjack.  
 
The Y'maa poured all their resources into creating Amberjack ... and in doing so, 
devastated their own world and had to move underground. 
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They sent their minds and their machines to the black hole, focused all their powers ... 
and the portal began to open. But as it opened, they experienced the emerging 
sentience for what it really was: a malevolent, voracious, destructive Ravener. It 
essentially ate up all organic life in whatever galaxy it lived, then hopscotched from 
galaxy to galaxy via black hole gateways. But it couldn't do this on its own, it needed 
other species to effect the transitions ... and the Y'maa were its pawns. 
 
Discovering this, the Y'maa tried to close the portal before this monster could come 
through. They succeeded, but it "got its foot in the door," so to speak. It couldn't come 
through, but the concentrated Y'maa "group mind" consciousness couldn't leave, either 
– they had to stay there to keep it out. And so what was left on Oberon were the 
physical bodies of the Y'maa, their intellects stunted, dimly able to perceive the greater 
part of their beings trapped at the portal in the galactic core.  
 
It was deadlock for thousands of years. But while the Y'maa couldn’t leave, they could 
use their psychic powers to subtly manipulate other sentient species in our galaxy. And 
so they have drawn the humans, Targs and Enyards to Oberon, their agenda being to 
get these three species to psychically and genetically alter themselves and build the 
ships that will take them to the galactic center to free the trapped Y'maa. Knowing these 
other species wouldn't sacrifice their futures to do what was needed, they resorted to 
subterfuge and manipulation. 
 
In order to accomplish this, they've given the Targs a religion with themselves as the 
Targ Gods, altered the Enyards into creatures more like themselves and brought 
Reese, Consuela and Tina here. Tina is the key, the linchpin of all this, her mother 
having been guided to alter her into a "human-plus" capable of the needed skills. 
 
Naturally, when Reese and the others find this out, they're very pissed off and don't 
want to aid the Y'maa. But Reese, convinced of the basic goodness of the Y'maa 
(perhaps under the guidance of Tina and Phanx), sways the others to throw in their lot 
and mount this rescue mission. There's also a ticking clock: the Y'maa are dying, and 
their hold is lessening. Soon they won't be able to keep the Ravener out and it will surge 
through. So our guys have to close the portal permanently.  
 
Reese and the others mount their voyage into the galactic center, in a vehicle specially 
designed to withstand the incredible forces at the event horizon. They find the probe 
and manage to release the Y'maa minds, which surge in a great energy beam back to 
Oberon, reintegrating all the Y'maa there back to what they once were.  
 
But then things go terribly awry. Our heroes try to close the portal but the Ravener 
manages to turn the tables and surge through. After eons in limbo, it's now out. And 
hungry. 
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It turns out to be essentially a sentient virus. It absorbs other organic materials 
(including people) and uses their cellular structure to replicate itself. So it manifests 
itself into a legion of voracious creatures, surging over people, enveloping them, 
becoming them, burning them out and moving on to other victims. And its numbers are 
growing. 
 
It manages to commandeer a ship and speed toward Oberon and its surrounding 
system. 
 
Our heroes now have a new agenda. It's war, and they must stop this enemy army, this 
hive-mind Ravener, from swallowing up our galaxy like it has so many others. It must be 
utterly destroyed, with not a cell remaining.  
 
The battlefield is Oberon ... with Reese at the forefront. 
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PILOT STORY 

 
 
Reese arrives on Oberon. The spaceship doors open onto chaos and riot – 
48 cops have been killed, two (including Consuela) held hostage. Reese is 
there with a colonial marines team from Earth. There’s a clock on this – if 
Earth forces fail to restore order within a certain time, the Enyards can 
declare martial law and move in with their troops.  
 
It’s possible that the rioting was kicked off when someone violated some 
Targ religious tenet and the Targs went berserk (though all the various 
species are caught up in it). 
 
The Enyard soldiers arrive to put the lid on and Reese has to take them on, 
deal with them, stop them from taking over. He's nearly shot, when Phanx 
surprisingly takes action and saves Reese’s life. 
 
When things seem to be settling down (but actually aren’t), Reese brings 
Tina down to join him. He introduces her to Phanx, who seems in some 
strange way to already know about her. 
 
We find out that the Earth government/corporation was behind the original 
event, working behind the scenes to gain advantage. It spiraled out of 
control and brought about this situation.  
 
Tina begins her exploration of the station, its outcasts and mean streets 
and forgotten tunnels. She learns the first tantalizing clues about the Y’maa 
– and lands in terrible danger, from which Reese must deliver her. 
    
We build to a climactic point where the Amberjack processing plant 
threatens a meltdown that would destroy everything and kill lots of folks. 
Reese, along with his newfound friends, stops this from happening, saves 
the day, and manages to restore equilibrium. He also saves Connie. But 
the pressure cooker that is Dante's Station will soon start to bubble again… 
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THE CREATORS 
 
 
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER MARC ZICREE has written and sold more than 100 scripts 
to all the major networks and studios, including credits on STAR TREK – THE NEXT 
GENERATION, DEEP SPACE NINE, SLIDERS and BABYLON 5, as well as numerous 
pilots for Showtime, ABC, NBC and syndication. Marc has served as a Producer on the 
Sci-Fi Channel’s SLIDERS, Co-Producer on TNT’s THE LAZARUS MAN, Executive 
Story Editor on USA Cable’s BEYOND REALITY and story editor on Paramount’s 
FRIDAY THE THIRTEENTH-THE SERIES. He’s also been a commentator on National 
Public Radio’s MORNING EDITION and is the author of the best-selling TWILIGHT 
ZONE COMPANION and MAGIC TIME trilogy of novels. One of the country's leading 
experts on media, he has appeared on hundreds of radio and TV shows, including 
AMERICAN MASTERS, ALL THINGS CONSIDERED, A&E's BIOGRAPHY, 
ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT, E! TRUE HOLLYWOOD STORY, COAST TO COAST, 
the BBC and THE TODAY SHOW.  He has been nominated for the American Book 
Award, Humanitas Prize, 2008 Hugo and Nebula awards, Diane Thomas Award, and 
has won the prestigious Hamptons Prize and the TV Guide Award.  
 
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER MICHAEL REAVES has written for STAR TREK - THE 
NEXT GENERATION, TWILIGHT ZONE (WRITERS GUILD AWARD nomination), 
SLIDERS, THE FLASH, YOUNG HERCULES and dozens of other series. He won an 
EMMY and was nominated for a second Emmy for writing and story-editing BATMAN: 
THE ANIMATED SERIES on the Fox Network, and was a co-scriptor on BATMAN: 
MASK OF THE PHANTASM. Additional credits include creating and producing the TV 
series THE LOST CONTINENT, serving as writer-producer on Steven Spielberg’s 
INVASION AMERICA, story-editing and scripting GARGOYLES (ASIFA AWARD 
nomination) for Disney and writing the movie FULL ECLIPSE for HBO. His latest movie, 
BATMAN: MYSTERY OF THE BATWOMAN, is currently available on DVD. 
 
Michael is also a NEW YORK TIMES bestselling novelist, with two dozen books sold. 
His work has been nominated for the HUGO AWARD, NEBULA AWARD, BRITISH 
FANTASY AWARD and the PROMETHEUS AWARD, and he's written comic books 
and webisodes for DC and a graphic novel for DARK HORSE. Currently he's writing A 
FORCE OF ONE, a comic book series he created for TOP COW COMICS. 
 
Most recently, Michael has co-written the NY Times Bestseller INTERWORLD with Neil 
Gaiman, and co-edited SHADOWS OVER BAKER STREET, a Hugo-winning anthology 
of original stories featuring Sherlock Holmes tales set in H.P. Lovecraft's "Cthulhu 
Mythos". His latest novel DEATHSTAR was his second NY Times bestseller in the last 
year.  


